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Executive summary

1 Description of the deliverable objective and content
This deliverable is a report describing a dataset recorded at [DFKI] and [IEE] aimed towards
usage in the development of algorithms for smart building management within the VIZTA project.
This deliverable concludes task 3.D.2 and is thus an important step to achieve milestone M3.D3
in the development of application demonstrator AS3.
The dataset consists of top-down recordings and recordings from a tilted view. Both are intended
for the application in anomaly detection. The top-down data can additionally be used for person
detection. In addition to sensor data, human annotations are provided to facilitate training and
testing of machine learning models for detecting people and anomalies.
The dataset serves not only as a basis for the algorithm development for the VIZTA smart building
demonstrator AS3 (sub-task 3.D.3) but is also made publicly available to the research community to
foster research in this direction.

2 Brief description of the state of the art
Machine learning has become the prevailing approach to problems such as human activity
recognition, anomaly detection and person detection. Consequently, a number of datasets aimed
towards providing a base for the development and benchmarking of algorithms in this field have
been released over the past years. A survey covering RGB-D datasets for activity recognition can
be found in1. Other datasets cover static indoor environments without humans in the scene, such
as the SUN RGB-D dataset2 and Stanford 2D-3D-Semantics dataset3. Many of these datasets
were recorded with earlier versions of time-of-flight (ToF) depth cameras, such as e.g. the
Microsoft Kinect V2. The setups at [IEE] and [DFKI] feature more recent hardware that allows for
improved quality of recordings.
Anomaly detection is also often approached using only color image without depth information. A
recent and widely used dataset in this context is the ShanghaiTech Campus dataset4, other
examples of such datasets are CUHK Avenue5 or UCF-Crime6.

1Jing

Zhang and Wanqing Li and Philip O. Ogunbona and Pichao Wang and Chang Tang, . "RGB-D-based
action recognition datasets: A survey". Pattern Recognition 60. (2016): 86–105.
2Shuran Song and Samuel P. Lichtenberg and Jianxiong Xiao, . "SUN RGB-D: A RGB-D scene
understanding benchmark suite." IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, CVPR
2015, Boston, MA, USA, June 7-12, 2015. IEEE Computer Society
3Iro Armeni and Sasha Sax and Amir Roshan Zamir and Silvio Savarese, . "Joint 2D-3D-Semantic Data for
Indoor Scene Understanding". CoRR abs/1702.01105. (2017).
4W. Liu, et al. "Future Frame Prediction for Anomaly Detection – A New Baseline." 2018 IEEE Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR).
5Cewu Lu and Jianping Shi and Jiaya Jia, . "Abnormal Event Detection at 150 FPS in MATLAB." IEEE
International Conference on Computer Vision, ICCV 2013, Sydney, Australia, December 1-8, 2013. IEEE
Computer Society
6Federico Landi and Cees G. M. Snoek and Rita Cucchiara, . "Anomaly Locality in Video Surveillance". CoRR
abs/1901.10364. (2019).
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3 Deviation from objectives and corrective actions
The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic mitigation brought restrictions that hindered and slowed down data
collection. However, after extending the original deadline, the dataset was completed to the
extent originally envisioned.

4 Impact of the results
The dataset described in this delivery will help to advance the development of algorithms in the
context of smart building management and will be made publicly available. The provided sensor
data and annotations are selected to allow for this dataset to be used for the design of
algorithmic detection of people and anomalies in videos from time-of-flight cameras.
The dataset will moreover be used in upcoming algorithm deliverables for training and evaluation
of machine learning-based approaches to the aforementioned problems. It will also be a part of
demonstrator AS3. The public availability of the dataset for the research community is an
important dissemination action for the project and is in-line with the open research data policy.

5 Related IPR
Not applicable.

6 References
This public deliverable uses data already published in confidential deliverables, thus not
provided to non-VIZTA or European Commission stakeholders.
• D3.35 Preliminary building management test platform ready
• D3.36 Main specifications of demonstrator for smart building scenarios
• D3.37 Annotated data for smart building algorithm development available
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Deliverable report

1 Introduction
This report describes the dataset that was created at [DFKI] and [IEE] during research in the field
of algorithms for smart building applications performed within the VIZTA project. This deliverable
concludes task 3.D.2 and is thus an important step to achieve milestone M3.D3.
The work carried out for this deliverable follows up the one previously presented for deliverable
D3.37 (confidential), which contained an initial data set for the basic use case People Counting.
This dataset has been extensively extended. First, data for the second use case Anomaly
Detection, recorded at [DFKI] and [IEE] have been added. Secondly a new recording setup
configuration, with a tilted position of the camera, was used at [DFKI] for recording anomaly data,
which allows surveillance of a larger area.
This report describes the procedure for planning and capturing data at [IEE] and [DFKI], as well
as the annotation and post-processing of the data conducted at [DFKI] using a 3D annotation
tool developed at [DFKI]. The setups for data recording have already been described in detail in
D3.35 (confidential) and is thus only briefly recapitulated herein. What is described in detail are
the recorded scenarios that are covered by the dataset and the intended use cases, together
with a comprehensive statistical analysis of the data.
The dataset enables the development of machine learning-based approaches for the two use
cases of automatic detection of people and anomalous events in building using a time-of-flight
camera, which is one main subject of ongoing research at [DFKI] within the VIZTA project.
The dataset serves not only as a basis for the algorithm development of the VIZTA smart building
demonstrator AS3 (sub-task 3.D.3). It moreover enables the comparison of existing machine
learning approaches in the form of benchmarks. Therefore, the data set described in this
deliverable will be made available to the research community as a benchmark dataset for smart
building functions.

2 Smart building data set
2.1.Recording setup and procedure
2.1.1. Data recording setup
The setups for the recordings performed at [DFKI] and [IEE] have already been documented in
detail in delivery D3.35 (confidential). Both setups comprise an Azure Kinect and a modified
time-of-flight camera from [IEE] as preliminary camera hardware. The technical specifications of
these cameras are given in deliverables D3.35 and D3.36 (confidential). Although in all
recordings data of both cameras were synchronously recorded, the dataset made public
available comprises only the Azure Kinect data and their annotations.
For the use case People Counting the cameras have been mounted in a top-down view. At [DFKI]
the cameras were mounted at a fixed height of 2.5 m in such a way that they record people
passing through the corridor of 1.5 m width (see Fig. 1). At [IEE] the cameras are mounted on a
lifting device that allows varying the camera height (see Fig. 2). The heights chosen were 2.25
m, 2.50 m, and 2.75 m. The [IEE] test platform is also equipped with a ground truth device
Version: VF
Dissemination level: Public
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installed on a metallic structure surrounding the scene to monitor. This device allows to track
and record people and object movement at a high frame rate synchronously with 2D and 3D
video streams. The Azure Kinect camera was operated in wide FOV configuration with binning for
both installations.

Figure 1: Top-down recording setup at DFKI

Figure 2: Top-down recording setup at IEE

For this deliverable, the dataset of D3.37 (confidential) has been expanded by recordings of
more complex, scenes which were annotated both for the use cases Person Counting and
Anomaly Detection. While [IEE] has recorded these additional data from top-down view in their
test lab, [DFKI] has recorded a second set of data for the use case Anomaly Detection with a
different camera configuration surveilling an office lunch area, consisting of a sitting area, a
kitchen and two corridors. This setup has already been described in deliverable D3.35
(confidential). Unlike the top-down view, the Azure Kinect is used in its narrow field of view (NFOV)
configuration with binning to achieve a sufficient large range. This configuration required some
compromise in the field of view of the cameras. After the definition of the anomaly test cases
(see Section 2.4) the best compromise for the camera mounting was found: a tilted mounting in
the corner of the room, being slightly different position than that presented in D3.35
Version: VF
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(confidential), as shown on Fig. 3. With this setup the camera is able to surveille a large portion
of the total room surface of 7.0m x 9,3m.

Figure 3: The tilted DFKI smart building recording setup

2.1.2. Recording procedure and tools
The recordings are performed with the recording tools described in deliverable D3.35
(confidential). Before recording, a comprehensive test matrix had been designed covering all test
scenarios defined in Section 2.40. The tool records the data with a filename defined as described
below in Section 0. Each recording starts with an empty scene and captures the activity of one
or more people up until they leave the scene again. Recordings typically last 15sec for the topdown configurations and 30sec for the tilted view set-up the larger surveillance area. Data is
recorded simultaneously with the Azure Kinect and the IEE ToF camera.
Prior to starting a recording session, both cameras are calibrated with respect to a defined world
coordinate system. For this extrinsic calibration [DFKI] has developed a special tool that
calculates the rotation matrix and translation vector from reference landmarks in the building
scene that is recorded (edges of the walls, corridors, light switches). At [IEE] a refence target of
the ground truth device placed on the floor of the test area is used. The calibration files are
provided together with the data.

2.1.3. Raw data format
The cameras capture the scene using three data modalities: an RGB color image, an infrared
amplitude image and a depth image. The data is saved using the following formats:
•

•
•

•
•

The video stream of the Microsoft Azure Kinect is saved as videos using the Matroska
container format (.mkv). The video file contains RGB, IR and depth as separate
channels.
The data from the IEE camera is saved using a proprietary video format (.diee3d).
The individual frames from the video are additionally decoded into Portable Network
Graphics (.png) and saved alongside the video files. Having direct access to the
individual frames simplifies the processing.
The RGB color images are stored with a bit depth of 8 bit per channel.
The IR amplitude is stored as grayscale images with a bit depth of 16 bit.

Version: VF
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•

The depth images are also stored as grayscale images with a bit depth of 16 bit. The
pixel value directly corresponds to the measured depth at the pixel position in terms of
millimeter. Invalid measurements are represented by special values. In the case of the
Microsoft Azure Kinect, a value of 0 denotes an invalid measurement. The IEE format
instead uses a number of error codes which start at value 65280.

Figures 4-6 show examples of the data captured in each of the three modalities. Note that in
order to achieve a better visualization, the images show transformed versions of the original data
for depth and IR amplitude. The depth is shown in a color map representation where blue
corresponds to low depth values while red corresponds to high depth values. In the case of the
IR amplitude, the value range is transformed to improve the contrast by taking the logarithm of
all values and then converting the values to 8-bit format.

Version: VF
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Figure 4: Examples of the RGB, depth and IR data (top to down), captured using the top-down setup at [DFKI]
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Figure 5: Examples of the RGB, depth and IR data (top to down), captured using the top-down setup at [IEE]. The camera
height is 2.75m in the left recording and 2.25m in the right recording
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Figure 6: Examples of the RGB, depth and IR data (top to down), captured using the tilted view setup at [DFKI].
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2.1.4. Recording definition
Recordings can be split into two classes at the most basic level: ones that contain anomalous
activity and ones that are considered normal. Apart from empty scenes used for calibration, each
recording covers the activity of one or more people. Recordings always start with an empty scene
and also end with an empty scene after the people left again. [DFKI] and [IEE] have agreed on a
filename convention for the data recording, which provides all the relevant information about
each recording configuration and scenario directly in the filename. This filename string
comprises fields for the date and time, the camera ID and matching calibration file, person ID,
the test ID (action, choreography), accessory IDs, as well as movement directions of the persons.
After post-processing the data are saved with a reduced filename containing only relevant
information which guaranteeing full traceability. As example of a sequence name is given below.
For easier reference the name contains besides the time stamp also unique sequence ID which
starts with “A” for the anomaly data base, and “P” for the person detection data base.
In case of the person detection data, there is also a field indicating the number of persons and
their walking direction in the sequence, being the ground truth information of the people counting
function.

Figure 5: Example of a sequence filename as published in the data base. Top: detection data base, Bottom: Anomaly data
base The name of individual frames is in addition expanded by the frame ID.

Detailed lists of both normal and anomalous actions can be found below in section 2.4 which
describes the scenarios which were actually recorded for this dataset.

2.2.Annotation
The sensor data is complemented by annotations that are mostly manually added by human
annotators.
For the cumbersome annotation of persons or objects in the scene for the use case Person
Detection, a semi-automated tool developed at [DFKI] has been used which has already been
described in deliverable D3,37. This tool allows creating the following types of annotations:
•

•
•

2D bounding boxes in image space, which are defined in the [X,Y,W,H] format, i.e. by
setting the pixel coordinates of the top left corner and the width and height of the
bounding box. Moreover, each bounding box has a class label.
2D pixel masks in image space, which are used for more precise segmentation.
3D bounding boxes in the world coordinate system, which are defined as [X,Y,Z,W,H,D],
i.e. by setting the coordinates of the center of the bounding box as well as the extent
along each of the axis of the coordinate system.

Version: VF
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•

The 3D bounding boxes also each have a class label. Additionally, each of the 3D
bounding boxes also has a truncation value which denotes how much the 3D box is
truncated by the camera FoV.

Figure 7: 3D-box and mask annotations visualization

The annotation tool features the interpolation of certain annotations between existing
annotations and automatically generating 3D bounding boxes using 2D pixel masks in the depth
images. However, all annotations are validated by a human eventually. The annotations are
saved in plain text as comma separated values (.csv). In addition, we provide a CSV-file
containing for each recording the movement direction and the ground truth number of persons
passing the scene, such that the data set can also be used to test a Person Counting function.
For the anomaly annotation, the annotator inspects the video and noted down the start and stop
frame when the scene is anomalous, e.g. when a piece of luggage is dropped, an object thrown,
or another strange action is started or stopped. This information is saved in a (.csv) file and
allows to assign to each frame a flag indicating whether it is part of an anomalous event or not.

2.3.Post-processing of the data
The post-processing of the data for use case person detection consists of an un-distortion and
rectification. This step facilitates the re-projection of the depth data to 3D space and may also
be beneficial for object detection in case of strong distortion, as is the case for the used topdown camera configuration.
All recorded depth images are undistorted and rectified using the OpenCV7 functions cv2.remap
and cv2.initUndistortRectifyMap. Therefore, a pinhole camera model has been defined to which
all images are mapped. This ideal pinhole camera has a field-of-view of 120° x 120° and a
resolution of 512 x 512 pixels. The mapping to this ideal camera is applied both to the extracted
depth and amplitude images, as well as to the annotations, i.e. the segmentation masks and the
2D boxes. The 3D boxes need not to be mapped, as they refer to the world coordinate system.
Example images are shown in Figure 8

Open Source Computer Vision Library https://opencv.org
Version: VF
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Figure 86: Example of top-down images and annotations after post-processing, as they are in the dataset/webpage. Left:
IR image, Mid: Pixel mask, Right: depth image with 2D-box overlay. All images are normalized for the visualization.

The data for anomality detection are in contrary left distorted. The main reason is these data are
currently not used to localize people in 3D space and especially in the narrow field of view
configuration of the camera for the tilted view set-up, distortion is very small. In case a user may
want to undistort these images, intrinsic camera parameters are provided. There is no further
filtering or normalization applied to the data.

2.4.Scenarios
The dataset was recorded using three different setups, one at [IEE] and two at [DFKI] (see
Section 2.1.1.). Each recording starts with an empty scene, and the actions of the
choreographies are performed when the subjects are full in the camera frame. Truncations of
the subjects occurs only when entering or leaving the scene.
The recordings for the use case Anomaly Detection were performed with respect to predefined
choreographies which were jointly defined between [DFKI] and [IEE] for the different test-cases.
The list of choreographies we defined for normal and anomalous actions is given in Table 1 and
Table 2. These exhaustive lists are the result of the analysis and synthesis of scenarios from
state-of-the-art data bases, background knowledge from [IEE], and inspirations from [DFKI]
regarding anomalous scenes in offices coffee rooms. Thereby, the portability of state-of-the-art
test scenarios to our configurations and contexts was rather limited, as they mostly relate to
large outdoor scenarios.
Subsequently, two test matrices for anomaly recording were defined, one for the recording with
the tilted setup at [DFKI] and one for a recording with the top-down setup at [IEE]. Thereby the
recording setup at [DFKI] is that of a typical common office space which a kitchen corner, while
the setup at [IEE] recreates the situation in a public building. As a result, this deliverable contains
two complete anomaly datasets from two different camera setups in different contexts.
Consequently, for each of the two datasets, those test scenarios have been selected and
recorded which can occur in the corresponding context. However, there were few scenarios (as
e.g. crowded scenes) which were not recorded in both configurations because of Covid-19
restrictions.
A part of the anomaly data recorded at [IEE] has been also annotated for person detection and
segmentation and been complemented with the data from deliverable D3.37 (confidential) for
the use case People Counting. Thus, the data set for this use case has significantly increased in
complexity.
Version: VF
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ID

Description

Number of
Number of
recordings
recordings
Top-Down
Tilted View
View

COF-DRINK

Person going to coffee machine, drinking coffee quickly,
leaving

10

COF-HANDS

Person going in kitchen, washing hands

10

COF-KNIFE

Person going to kitchen with knife, cutting cake, leaving

8

COF-REFILL

Person going to coffee machine, refilling coffee or water in
the machine

8

COF-TABLE

Person going to coffee machine, drink coffee while sitting at
table, leaving

9

COF-TALK

Like COF-DRINK, second person coming and discussion briefly
with coffee-drinker, leaving scene

8

COF-TOGO

Person going to coffee machine, preparing coffee leaving
then the scene with coffee

8

COF-TRASH

Person going in kitchen, dropping an object in the trash bin,
leaving

8

CROSS

At least two persons walk in opposite direction and cross
themselves in the scene, at normal walking speed

7

6

CROSS-12O

Person handling object to another person while crossing

16

12

Same as CROSS but at a faster walking speed

8

6

CROSS2

CROSS-HNDSK Two persons meet in the scene, shake hands, leave scene

9

CROSS-TALK Two persons meet in the scene talk briefly, leave scene

7

At least 6 persons come in the scene and stop, another
person crosses the crowd, other persons leave again

3

EAT

Person eating/drinking while sitting on table

8

PASS

One person enters the scene and stops, other people enter
from the same direction and pass the first person at normal
speed. Once those two persons are out of the scene the first
one follow them

9

24

PASS-12O

First person handling object to second person while being
passed

15

23

PASS-1O

Same test as PASS, but first person with an object

16

24

PASS-21O

Second person handling object to first person while passing

19

24

PASS-2O

Same test as PASS, but second person with an object

16

24

One person enters the scene, stops and picks something on
the ground (full bending to pick up your keys on the ground)
and leave the scene

3

18

CRWD

PCK
ROW13

2 Persons walking behind each other with half-a-meter
separation through the scene, smaller person in front
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ID

Description

Number of
Number of
recordings
recordings
Top-Down
Tilted View
View

ROW31

2 Persons walking behind each other with half-a-meter
separation through the scene, taller person in front

12

ROWY13

2 Persons walking side by side with 30cm distance, smaller
person left of tall person

12

ROWY31

2 Persons walking side by side with 30cm distance, smaller
person right of tall person

13

RTR

A person or a group of persons enter the scene from one
direction and do a U-turn in the scene (leaving scene from the
same point than entering) at normal walking speed

5

24

RUN

Same as WALK but persons run across the scene

7

59

A number of N persons waiting (standing) and M persons
passing at normal speed

7

STP

At least one person walks in the scene, stops for few seconds
and leaves the scene. Tests to be repeated with several
objects (see object list)

20

STPL

At least one person walks in the scene, stops, laces shoe and
leaves the scene

3

TABLE-TALK

Two persons meet in the scene sit down at table, talk briefly,
leave scene

10

UTB

Bend upper torso slightly forth/back/right/left while standing

3

18

WALK

At least one person walks through the entire scene at normal
walking speed.

29

240

WALK2

Same as WALK but at a faster walking speed

10

16

CROSS-1O

Same as CROSS, first person carrying an object

17

CROSS-1O

Same as CROSS, first person carrying an object

17

SN-PM

62

Table 1: List of choreographies considered to be normal
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ID

Description

Number of
occurrences

Number of
occurrences

Tilted View

Top-Down-View

COF-ARG

Like COF-DRINK, second person coming and start
fighting, both leaving scene

3

COF-LBO

Person hiding object in kitchen

16

COF-NONS

Person going to coffee machine, makes nonsense,
taking coffee machine away

4

COLLAPSE

Person collapsing (1. person entering empty scene, 2.
person collapsing in FOV, 3 persons lying on ground
and staying there)

2

18

Person crawling on the floor

4

24

Like COF-DRINK, second person coming and start
fighting, both leaving scene

4

6

CRAWL
CROSS-ARG
CROSS-SO
FLOOR

Second person snatches object from first person while
crossing
People sitting or lying on floor

12
5

35

PASS-1LBO

Like PASS, first person leaving object while another
person is passing, at the end object is left alone in the
scene

25

PASS-2LBO

Like PASS, second person leaving object while passing
first person, at the end object is left alone in the scene

24

PASS-SO

Like PASS, person snatches object from first person
while passing

26

24

RUN-LBO

Left behind object: A person runs through the scene
with an object and drops the object in the FOV of the
camera

8

71

RUN-THO

Thrown object: A person runs through the scene
throwing an object and running away

8

Person running and holding weapon/knife upwards to
attack somebody

2

Person exercising (jumping jack, push-ups …)

2

STAGGER

People staggering/stumbling

2

36

STP-LBO

Person walking in the scene, stopping, then leaving the
object behind

16

72

Two persons hiding behind an open umbrella while
crossing the scene

2

Left behind object: a person walks through the scene
with an object and drops the object in the FOV of the
camera

16

RUN-WEAP
SPORT

UMB
WALK-LBO
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ID

Description

Number of
occurrences

Number of
occurrences

Tilted View

Top-Down-View

WALK-THO

Thrown object: a person walks through the scene with
an object and throws the object in the FOV of the
camera

17

WALK-WEAP

Person walking and holding weapon/knife upwards to
attack somebody

2

Table 2: List of choreographies considered to be anomalous

2.5.Data statistics
2.5.1. Statistics of data for use case person detection
Table 3 gives an overview of the data recorded at [DFKI] and [IEE] in the different test
configurations for the use case person detection.
•

•

In total 243 sequences were recorded and annotated. The average length of the
recordings at [DFKI] is 8,4s while the recordings at [IEE] are on average 10.3s long. In
total the length of recordings sums up to 40 minutes.
For the recording at [IEE] 7 different persons were selected as subjects for the recording
which represent a height range of height 1.50m – 1.90m. At [DFKI] people passing
randomly the corridor under the test setup were recorded such that a large number of
23 different adult persons was recorded.
Sequences

Test Configuration

Nb Persons
in Sequence

DFKI
H=2.50m

IEE
H=2.25m

IEE
H=2.50m

IEE
H=2,75m

Sum

1

53

21

11

17

102

1+object

0

13

18

11

42

2

16

10

22

22

70

2+object

0

9

5

9

23

>2

3

0

0

3

6

Total

72

53

56

59

243

Table 3 : Number of recorded and annotated sequences for the different top-down installations of the camera versus the
number of persons.

A total number of 23630 frames was annotated in the 243 sequences resulting in a total number
of 30668 annotated person instances. Table 4 represents the statistical distribution of these
annotated instances over the different camera configurations. Shown is also the statistics over
the degree of truncation of the 3D bounding boxes, which is an attribute assigned to each
annotated person instance,
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Annotations

Test Configuration

Person Attribute

DFKI
H=2.50m

IEE
H=2.25m

IEE
H=2.50m

IEE
H=2,75m

Sum

Not truncated

3733

4215

4336

8972

21256

2334

2375

2434

2028

9171

62

131

36

12

241

6129

6721

6806

11012

30668

Weakly truncated
<50%
Strongly truncated
>=50%
Total

Table 4: Number of annotated instances for the different top-down installations of the camera versus the level of 3D-box
truncations

2.5.2. Statistics of data for use case anomaly detection
Table 5 gives an overview over the number of recorded sequences for the use case Anomaly
Detection. The detailed distribution of the recordings over the different test cases is reported
above in Table 1 Table 2.
• There were in total 1514 sequences recorded, 467 in the tilted view configuration at
[DFKI] and 1047 in the top-down configuration at [IEE] and [DFKI] with different camera
heights. At [IEE] 12 different persons participated as subjects in recording, while at
[DFKI] there were 32 different persons involved.
• The average length of the recordings is approximately 30sec for the tilted view
recordings and 15sec for the top-down view. This is mainly the results of the different
size of the field of view. In sum, the sequence length sums up to 309 minutes for the
tilted view and 349 minutes for the top-down view
• Approximately 2/3 of the recordings represent normal scenes and 1/3 anomalous ones.
The detailed distribution of the recordings over the different test cases is reported
above in Table 1 Table 2. There are 35 choreographies for normal scenes defined and
22 for anomalous ones. It should be noted that not all test cases were recorded in both
configurations, as some of the tests depend on the context which was different in the
two locations (e.g. a kitchen at [DFKI], but not at [IEE]).

Configuration
Tilted view

Top-down view

Nb. of normal sequences

316

629

Nb of anomalous sequences

151

418

Total Nb. of sequences

467

1047

Nb or frames in normal sequences

207580

182376

Nb of anomalous frames / Nb. of
frames in anomalous sequences

25617 / 70163

49528 / 131002

Total Nb. of frames

277743

313378

Table 5: Number of recorded sequences and frames versus the two different configurations
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2.6.Data format
The deliverable comprises camera data from 2 different camera configurations and two types
of annotations, so-called sequence anomaly annotations and frame-wise annotations of the
3D data. While the sequence anomaly annotation is provided for all sequences, the framewise 3D data annotation is provided for a subset of sequences from configuration 1.

2.6.1. Image data format
The camera data provided are in detail:
• Depth Z-Image
o For the use case Person Detection, the depth images are undistorted. They
correspond to a pinhole camera with a field of view of 120° × 120° and a
resolution of 512 × 512 pixels.
o For use case Anomaly Detection, there are data provided from two
configurations with different resolution. In configuration 1 (top-down view), the
resolution is 512 × 512 pixels and for configuration 2 (tilted view) it is 320 ×
288 pixels with a narrow field of view of 75° × 65°.
Invalid depth values are coded as ‘0’. Images are stored in 16bit PNG format units of
[mm].
• IR Amplitude Image. Has the same format as the depth image.

2.6.2.

Annotation format

The sequence anomaly annotation consists of two frame indices indicating the begin and end
of the anomaly in scene. The start and stop frame are saved in a (.csv) file and allows to
assign to each frame a flag indicating whether it is part of an anomalous event or not.
For the use case Person Detection, the annotation formats of the 3D data are:
• 2D bounding boxes are defined by the (x,y) image coordinates of the top-left corner,
the (w,h) width and height of the box, and its class label which is “person”. Objects are
only annotated if they are separated from the person, i.e. left behind or thrown.
• 3D bounding boxes: Each 3D box is represented by the coordinates (cx, cy, cz) of the
box center, its dimensions (width, height, depth), its orientation along x-, y- and z- axes
with respect to the world coordinate system. In addition, each box is annotated with
its class label. In addition, there are flags to denote if the box is occluded or truncated.
• Pixel segmentation masks: For 2D pixel-level segmentation, each segmented object
has an associated class and instance ID. For each depth image two corresponding
masks are generated: instance mask and class mask. In each of these masks, the
pixel intensity corresponds to the pixel or class ID. As there is a one-to-one
correspondence between depth image and point cloud, the image mask provides also
point cloud segmentation.
The segmentation masks are stored as PNG images, while the box annotations are stored in
CSV format.
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3 Publishable information
[DFKI] has published the extensive labeled dataset of building scenarios on the website
https://vizta-tof.kl.dfki.de/ hosted at their servers. The intention of the open access to these
data is to foster the research on smart building management functions. A conference publication
presenting this dataset is in preparation; a first version has been uploaded to the e-print server
arXiv.org under the ID https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.12196.pdf as reference to the dataset.

4 Conclusion
This deliverable describes an extensive dataset of indoor ToF camera recordings and the
associated annotations that allow this dataset to function as the base for research in the field of
algorithmic smart building monitoring. Recording took place at [DFKI] and [IEE] using state-ofthe-art ToF camera hardware. We described in this report the hardware setups and the content
of the recordings and annotations.
The resulting dataset consists of two separate sets of annotated data, one for the use cases
Person Detection and another one for use case Anomaly Detection, The Person Detection
database contains in total 243 sequences with a total duration of 40 minutes. A total number of
30668 person instances have been annotated in 23630 frames. The Anomaly Detection dataset
consists of 1514 recordings with a total duration of more than 6 hours. These recordings were
at [DFKI] and [IEE] performed with two different camera configurations and setups representing
different contexts. For both setups, the proportion of normal to anormal scenes is approximately
2:1.
The dataset will be available publicly to the scientific community to foster the research infield of
smart building functions by providing a database for training machine learning models and the
evaluation and comparison of existing approaches. The Person Detection dataset allows to train
and evaluate new deep-learning approaches for the robust and high-precision detection and
segmentation of persons in 3D data. These novel approaches together with the high resolution
of new ToF-sensors open the chance to enhance significant the performance of person detection
algorithms and building management functionalities based upon, as, e.g., people counting and
automated access control.
The Anomaly Detection dataset will be a basis for the training and evaluation of unsupervised
machine learning algorithms to detect anomalous situations. Such detection algorithms can then
serve as assistance functions in building surveillance systems. Furthermore, the dataset
described in this deliverable is the basis for the training and evaluation of the algorithms, which
are going to be integrated in the smart building demonstrator AS3 developed by [DFKI] and [IEE]
within the VIZTA project.
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